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Farouq - ANP Editor

Greetings to ANP 2021 readers,
The impact of the Covid-19 pandemic on our lives
are seen as both a personal experience and also
an unprecedented globally-shared phenomenon.
Some of us may have lost our next of kin to this
deadly virus or its complications and some may
have know someone who did. Our heartfelt condolences to those who had succumbed and may
we all be strong together.
Not only it has disrupted lives across the countries and inside communities, Covid 19 dampens
the global economic growth, into somewhat we
have ever experienced in a century. It is hoped
that the concentrated effort in breaking the medical technology grounds and healthcare will help
us wade the path for full recovery.
“According to a study in the USA, it is estimated
that the virus had reduced the global economic
growth in 2020 to an annualized rate of -3.4% to
-7.6%, with a recovery of 4.2% to 5.6% projected
for 2021. Global trade is projected to grow by
8.0% in 2021.” - Online Source
Globally, newspapers have been closing at a rapid
phase, buckling under the pressure from changing news consumption habits, advertising shifts
and many other factors, including consolidated
corporate ownership. The drop in advertising revenue since COVID-19 crisis has only exacerbated a
pre-existing financial crisis.

Newspaper publishers are facing tremendous
competition from social media. The readers’ behaviour to pay for mainstream contents remains
at its infancy. There is no sign of digital subscription growth replacing the loss in the printed
subscriptions.
In any crisis like current pandemic, there are
opportunities to explore. Newspaper publishers
are looking into other revenue streams whilst
providing the valuable support for local economic
recovery. For example, The Star Media Group in
Malaysia had launched BeliLokal, a platform that
provides a marketplace for the sales and purchase
of products between buyers and third party sellers. This helps the small businesses to have brand
exposure for their local brands as they do not
have the budget or publicity that most international brands have.
In this ANP book, we would like to explore what
other opportunities that newspaper publishers
and printers (besides other printing companies) in
ASEAN, can possibly gain from the crisis. We hope
our Members and Partners would continue to
participate in the future activities. Thank you.

- Farouq, Editor

Copyright © 2021 by Asean Network of Printers
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We hope everyone is staying safe and keeping
yourself healthy during this trying times. What
matters to us most is that everybody is safe and
our business are still surviving. We shall strive to
continue to improve and add value to our Partners
and Members in many years to come.

We believe we shall soon see the light in the tunnel.
Some countries have have started to open up
their doors to foreigner travelling with some strict
conditions. It is our hope soon we shall be able to
organize at least a few small workshops that would
benefit both our Members and Partners.

Firstly, on behalf of Asean Network of Printers, we
would like to expressed our thanks and appreciation
to all our valued Partners and Members for your
continuous support to our non-profit organisation
in providing value to the printing industry despite
the challenges during pandemic crisis.

We might explore the topics and location to organise
these workshop soon so we hope to gain some
feedback from our Members and Partners before
we start. We are open for any ideas and would like
to come out with a survey online soonest to get
your input.

Secondly, we did not hold any physical annual
conferences or technical workshops since there are
still movement restriction for COVID-19 pandemic
control in most countries. For most of who are
dealing with clients or counterparts in several
locations, our discussion, meetings and in-house
trainings via online virtual zoom sessions are the
new normal business practices. New challenges
would involve the technology infrastructure
upgrades and online presentation skills to facilitate
a smooth online session.

- Thanh Son, Chairman

Even for ANP, we had conducted our annual general
meeting via video conferences.
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ANP INTRODUCTION

Mr.Andy Budiman giving his welcome speech during the opening
ceremony of 2015 ANP Conference @ Bangkok, Thailand

T

he Asean Newspaper Printers or better
known with its acronym “ANP” is a nonprofit organisation for the people and by the
people of the newspaper industry the newspaper
industry community. ANP was established in 2010
and officially registered on the 28th April 2011
with the Accounting Regulatory Authority (ACRA)
of Singapore.
ANP aims to promote the advancement of
knowledge and skill levels of the newspaper
industry professionals in South East Asia. The
group was formed for the people and by the
people of the newspaper industry, and relies on
the dedication, commitment, time and support of
the newspaper industry community.
Since ANP 2019, ANP has gathered more
than 30 corporate members from the 10 ASEAN
nations – Brunei, Cambodia, Indonesia, Malaysia,
Philippines, Singapore, Thailand, Laos, Vietnam
and Myanmar. We hope to continue to grow this
family. A side note about ASEAN is mentioned at
the end of the introduction.
In retrospect, the formation of ANP and
over the past years could be represented by a
picture of the sea with its waves and with the sun
at the horizon. The choice of the turbulent waves
represents somewhat of the turmoil that such
organization during the formative, and even in the
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future, years that it will experience.
The sun – a vision and reflections in the waves
together illustrates the need to maintain the
common vision and collaboration that is needed
to form the beauty of the result that the ANP was
set out for. And as with the waves in the seas, it
is hoped that there will continually be the efforts
and support from the people of the newspaper
and publishing community to constantly maintain
this organisation.
The conference program would usually be
conducted over the course of 2-3 days in a good
venue such as a 5-star hotel starting with a golf
competition, welcoming dinner for networking
and followed by a full blown conference in a good
professional ambience. It is attended by a mixture
of newspaper publishers, engineers, printer
specialists and representatives of the equipment,
product and service providers to this industry.
The conference would discuss a wide range of
topics from technical presentations, business
updates, problems and solutions, and life sharing.
Depending on the theme of the conference and
participants, there would also be some separate
breakouts discussion or workshop running
concurrently where participants can choose based
on the interest and interactive needs. Besides
that there are plenty of networking opportunities

The opening ceremony of 2015 ANP Conference @ Bangkok, Thailand

especially during breaks and our value partners
have the option to set up their own display booth
outside at their convenience.
After a long day in the conference, a
printing plant tour will be conducted with our local
co-host at their nearest facilities and this is usually
included with dinner and cultural performance.
We found that the formula works well for both
partners’ and members’ benefit and it is proven
by the continuous overwhelming support that we
receive each year. Kudos to the ANP committee
for the great commitment and voluntary effort in
organising the event.
The committee members are currently
from the publishing companies and volunteer their
time to engage with, facilitate and organize the
activities for the publishing community through
this organisation. To be a board member, one
must be a current employment with an existing
newspaper printing and publishing company, to
ensure that any decision made for the organisation
remains relevant to the vision and aspiration of
ANP and we hope to continue to grow the team in
future.
The committee of ANP hopes for the
continued support and understanding of all in
the corporate members, partners, newspaper
publishing and printing community and ecosystem,

as we continue to build the organisation and strive
into the future
In recent years, we have seen a growing
number of newspaper publishers and publishers
in ASEAN region that have expanded their
businesses into other non-newspaper printing
such as commercial printing and packaging. In their
effort to cut down their cost by reducing monthly
overheads, some publishers have also decided to
close down their printing facilities and outsource
their printing to a local printing partner.
Therefore the decision as mentioned
by Chairman that it is timely to rename ASEAN
NEWSPAPER PRINTERS (ANP) to better symbolise
and represent the larger print community.
It was announced on the ANP website www.
aseanprinters.org that effective 28th April 2020,
ASEAN NEWSPAPER PRINTERS LTD., the nonprofit organisation for ASEAN newspaper printers
community, will expand its coverage to outside
newspaper and be known as ASEAN NETWORK
OF PRINTERS LTD., whilst still maintaining the
acronym ANP.
If you would like to get involved with
the committee and assist in the activities, please
contact a member of the committee.
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XTRA benefits for newspapers
SONORA Process Free Plates have become the plate of choice for newspapers
around the world, thanks to the cost savings and environmental benefits of process
free, plus the stability and reliability of thermal imaging technology. The latest
technology makes SONORA XTRA Plates even faster, with greater robustness and
better contrast, so large, fast-paced, and highly-automated newspapers can go
process free.

XTRA CLEAR
SONORA XTRA Plates for Newspapers boast image
contrast 3 times stronger than that of SONORA X-N. It’s
easy to see even the smallest image details on the plate,
and you can be confident adding automation, thanks to
SONORA XTRA’s improved readability with vision systems
and sorting equipment.
XTRA QUICK
SONORA XTRA Plates are quick enough for the fastest
platesetters, so you can get to press even faster. Image up
to 300 plates per hour with the KODAK GENERATION NEWS
Platesetter, and be more productive.
XTRA TOUGH
A tougher substrate and more durable coating make
SONORA XTRA Plates robust enough for just about any print
environment. And thanks to SONORA XTRA’s enhanced
scratch and scuff resistance, you can keep the presses
running with no slowdowns.

IMAGE UP TO

300 SONORA XTRA PLATES

PER HOUR WITH THE KODAK GENERATION
NEWS PLATESETTER

XTRA LONG RUNS
SONORA XTRA Plates meet the needs of most newspapers –
with run lengths of up to 400,000 impressions on web presses.

SONORA XTRA PLATE

3X STRONGER
CONTRAST THAN
SONORA X-N
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Fun Fact : What is ASEAN ?

B

ased on the information on ASEAN website, The Association of Southeast Asian Nations, or
ASEAN, was established on 8 August 1967 in Bangkok, Thailand, with the signing of the ASEAN
Declaration (Bangkok Declaration) by the Founding Fathers of ASEAN, namely Indonesia, Malaysia,
Philippines, Singapore and Thailand. This is followed by Brunei Darussalam who joined on 7 January
1984, Vietnam on 28 July 1995, Lao PDR and Myanmar on 23 July 1997, and Cambodia on 30 April 1999,
thus completing the ten Member States of ASEAN.

ASEAN aims
• To promote regional peace and stability;
• To promote active collaboration and mutual assistance on matters of common interest in the
economic, social, cultural, technical, scientific and administrative fields;
• To provide assistance to each other in the form of training and research facilities in the educational,
professional, technical and administrative spheres;
• To collaborate more effectively for the greater utilisation of their agriculture and industries, the
expansion of their trade, including the study of the problems of international commodity trade,
the improvement of their transportation and communications facilities and the raising of the living
standards of their peoples;
• To maintain close and beneficial cooperation with existing international and regional organisations
with similar aims and purposes, and explore all avenues for even closer cooperation among them
selves.

From left: Mohammed Hassan, Anthony Cheng, Aszman Kasmani, Jimmy Oo, Farouq Affandi

T

he seed of ANP was founded by 5 gentlemen who are the newspaper production heads from
4 major newspaper companies in Malaysia and Singapore, namely SPH, NSTP, TheStar and
Utusan. With the spirit of comradeship founding members were newspaper employees who had
volunteered their time, energy and mind.
●
●
●
●
●

Anthony Cheng, Singapore Press Holdings (Chairman)
Jimmy Oo Ewe Kiat, Singapore Press Holdings (General Secretary)
Farouq Affandi Mamat, Utusan Melayu (M) Bhd (Asst General Secretary)
Mohammed Hassan Mohd, Star Media Group (M) Bhd (Treasurer)
Aszman Hj Kasmani, The New Straits Times Press (M) Bhd (Asst Treasurer)

All of the five founders were registered as directors and members of ANP in Singapore Accounting
and Corporate Regulatory Authority or ACRA.
Brunei,
Bandar Seri Begawan

Cambodia,
Phnom Penh

Indonesia,
Jakarta

Laos,
Vientiane

Malaysia,
Kuala Lumpur

For the first event under ANP, few more volunteers were involved in contributing to the first ANP
conference success held in Surabaya in 2011 with Temprina Jawapos as the local co-host .
●
●
●

Myanmar,
Naypyidaw

Philippines,
Manila

Source: countryflags.com, asean.org
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Singapore

Thailand,
Bangkok

Vietnam,
Hanoi

KS Ng, manroland web
Misbahul Huda, Temprina Jawapos
Akhmad Junaidi, Temprina Jawapos

Since then, along the years, the ANP Board of Directors has included few more participation from
other ASEAN member countries to join as directors and committee members. It is important for the
appointed board are working for a printing and/or publishing company.
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ANP and Myanmar Printers
I wish on behalf of Myanmar Printers, like to express our appreciation and gratitude to executive committee members of Asian Newspaper Printers (ANP), especially Mr. Goh Yew Soong
(Chairman) and my ex- colleague, friend and fellow country man Mr. Johnny Tan for their
effort and patience, and understanding towards Myanmar printers.
With their support and encouragement I am able to convince to sign up for ANP member
ship and to participate in Annual Delegates Conferences since year 2015. Myanmar became
the 9th Asian country in ANP.
Myanmar printers were under very strict media censorship and till 2013, no private newspapers were allowed and only 3 government newspaper, two in local and one in English in the
country.
Even through private newspaper were licensed to published in beginning of year 2014, the
private publishers were facing with lack of proper distribution system across the country,
compare with well established distribution network by public printing departments. And another element is advertising revenue is again compared with government newspaper are so
limited. And also the timing for newspaper publishing houses in this digital age where as print
media is overpowered by digital media. At present private newspaper title are down to only
four. Other publishing sector, such as books, magazines are also not encouraging for Myanmar printers to invest in this sector.
Majority of private printers are small commercial print shops and a very few packaging printers, using used Japanese sheet fed offset presses and labor intensive binding process.
Nowadays CtP are widely used for prepress, but only a handful of big companies are investing in new four color sheet fed offset presses and web press for and automatic book binding
equipment for producing school textbook, which is at present seem to be a big market for
local printers.
Most printers encourage for packaging printing, but due to high investment and higher technical knowledge in equipment and technician requirement to handle different substrates and
to meet quality standards, can’t venture in this sector.
At present our printing industries are facing so many challenges and obstacles. And we are
expecting any means of inspiration and innovation that will help us to have a chance in improving our standard, so that we can find means to overcome all these challenges.
In this sense we wish to thank ANP, which allows us to become part of Asian printers and to
be member in neighboring printing community.
Disclaimer: The views and opinions expressed in this articles are those of the authors and do not necessarily reflect the official policy or position of any other agency, organisation, employer or company. Comments on this article are the sole responsiblility of their writers and the writers will take full responsibility, liability and blame for any libel or litigation that result from something written in or as a direct result of something written in a comment.
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INDUSTRIAL GRADE PRINT SOLUTIONS
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About Microplex

When mission-critical applications and production processes demand the highest levels of precision and print timing down
to the second, rely on Microplex Printware. We have more than 30 years of experience and expertise to implement the latest
industrial printing solutions, even in complex enterprise, warehouse, and production environments. Your workflows are
not only simplified and accelerated, but also more secure and efficient. We fit your production demands, not the other way
around.
Together with our long term authorised sales partner Richmatt Solutions Sdn Bhd, Microplex has implemented various
successful projects in different application areas in the South East Asia region, such as for newspaper and mailroom
applications, for printing labels according to GHS standards and many more. We offer the perfect solution for your application.

logiJET TC8 - Two-color Thermal Printer for Hazardous Warning Labels

HILINE OFFSET PRESS
PRESS

ECOLINE PRESS

Manugraph India Ltd. was established in 1972 by founder Mr. S. M. Shah. Manugraph is India’s largest manufacturer of web
offset presses and is the first Indian company to have achieved a breakthrough in exporting “made in India” printing machines
to advanced countries namely Germany, France, UK & USA. Over the years, Manugraph has emerged as a thriving and agile
printing machinery manufacturing enterprise for its extensive research capabilities & ability to adapt itself rapidly to meet the
challenges of a competitive economy. Manugraph is committed to remain “a supplier of choice” to customers worldwide.
Manugraph is also the top manufacturer for web offset presses in India that manufacture quality presses ranging in speeds
from 25,000-75,000 copies per hour. Manugraph presses are present in nearly all major publication houses across the country,
to name a few; Times of India, Hindustan Times, Malayala Manorama, Anand Bazar Patrika, Indian Express and Mid-day.
Manugraph is also the leading producer of 4-page newspaper presses at the international level, with leading publishers from
North & South America, Europe, Middle East, Asia & the CIS nations. They have invested in Manugraph presses in the last few
decades and has continue investing in the company’s technology driven machines.
In 2015, Manugraph diversified into the Packaging & Flexibles space, and in early 2019 launched India’s first C.I. Flexo Printing
Press manufactured at Manugraph’s own facility in Kolhapur and in collaboration with Carraro SRL Italy.
Quality, trust and continuous improvement with exceptional after-sales service plus numerous testimonies are a proven record
of the Company phenomenal growth globally.
Browse through our products range at www.manugraph.com or email us at sales@manugraph.com. Our Authorised Agent,
Richmatt Solutions Sdn Bhd (for Malaysia, Brunei & Singapore) is readily available to attend to your needs and can be reach at
info@richmatt.com or +603-7831 7214.

Hazardous materials labeling up to 8-inch width
Price labeling
Logistics
Pharmaceutics
The interplay of the surface material and adhesive is decisive for the quality and longevity of
hazardous goods labels. Liquids, oil, grease, soapsuds, solvents, acids or salt water should
not have a negative impact on the labeling or adhesive. This demands the use of advanced
materials – and powerful printers capable of handling such materials up to 8-inch width easily,
swiftly and reliably. Thanks to GHS-compliant printing, continuous batch processing and an
optimal processing sequence, Microplex logiJET TC8 fulfill such demanding tasks with impressive speed and at a level of quality you can always rely on – even under the most challenging conditions.

SOLID 52 A4 Industrial Grade Cut Sheet Laser Printer
Paper exit face-up (Option) and face-down
Integration with GPIO bi-directional communication
Special paper sizes like A6, small GTL (74 x 210 mm)
Printing with different emulations (PCL5, IGP, IPDS, ...)
The SOLID 52A4 is suitable for a wide field of applications due to the immense
possibilities of the Microplex Print Controller (MPC) and the hardware features
of the printer itself. Due to its versatility just-in-time printing, optional PDF direct
printing as well as optional WIFI are just a few application to mention. Thus, the
perfect integration of the SOLID 52A4 into conveyor systems and production lines
via optional GPIO and Status Out is given.

SOLID F40 - Economical 16-inch Continuous Laser Printer
Label batch printing
Ticket printing
Business and logistics documents
Inexpensive to purchase, inexpensive to operate: the SOLID F40 is the most
economical printer in its class. As a continuous laser printer for medium printing
volumes it covers a very broad spectrum of deployment areas. The powerful
Microplex Controller guarantees connection versatility, easy system integration and
high printing performance. Cold fusing via Xenon flash lamps also enables thermally
sensitive materials such as plastic or PVC to be used. And fusing is also trouble-free
even on thick materials.

CITYLINE EXPRESS PRESS
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Contact

Richmatt Solutions Sdn Bhd (715238-U)
D3-3A-2, Pusat Perdagangan Dana 1,
Jalan PJU 1A/46, 47301 Petaling Jaya,
Selangor Darul Ehsan, Malaysia
E-Mail: info@richmatt.com

EMEA
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MICROPLEX PRINTWARE AG
Panzerstraße 5, 26316 Varel
Germany
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Phone:
+49 •
4451
91370
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news article
Print ads beat Facebook ‘times over’, research finds
A new study overseen by US-based Duane Varan
shows that advertising on news platforms – including
print – is more effective than Facebook or YouTube.
Latest in the ‘Benchmark and Payback Series’, the research was commissioned by Australian publishers’
group ThinkNewsBrands, which says it was the largest
cross-media advertising effectiveness study conducted
in the country.

Combined news formats were found to be twice as effective as combined Facebook formats, and
advertising across a combination of news in print and digital was twice as effective as Facebook
display and video for unprompted recall.

Now chief executive of Austin, Texas, based audience research lab MediaScience, Dr Varan (pictured) headed Murdoch University’s Audience Labs – previously known as the Interactive Television and Research Institute – in Perth from 1997-2015, and was a recipient of the Prime Minister's
Award for university teacher of the year.
Some results of the ‘Benchmark and Payback Series’ were published earlier this year. More than
5,350 participants were included in the study, which ran across 42 print runs and 252 websites
which together created 6037 unique brand exposures.
The study set out to understand the impact news platforms have along the path to purchase, by
measuring key metrics across short and long-term memory as well as brand lift. The first tranche
of the research showed the effectiveness of “advertising in news” against “non-premium run of the
internet sites” including TechRadar, the Daily Mail, Yahoo, Mamamia and Buzzfeed.

Ads in newsmedia were as good as (or better than) ads on YouTube, delivering 1.7 times the unprompted recall of six-second YouTube ads, and on par with 15-second YouTube ads, whether on
desktop or mobile.
Research conducted with GroupM Australia and global marketing effectiveness consultancy Gain
Theory as part of the Payback Series research found news offered a greater return on media investment than social media.

The study is described as the first of its kind properly comparing news versus social media in terms
of ad impact. “The results fill an important void in understanding the larger media landscape,”
Varan said.
ThinkNewsBrands general manager Vanessa Lyons said the research was a wake-up call for marketers. “Investing heavily in social media advertising isn’t the answer you’ve been led to believe,”
she said.
Funded to the tune of $12 million by TV networks, advertising brands and technology enablers,
the Murdoch University Audience Labs closed in 2015 when Dr Varan returned to Austin to concentrate on his MediaScience business.
Newly-released findings show ads such as quarter, half and full-pages in print outperform Facebook ads of all types by up to four times.Whether comparing print ads with display, six or 15
second Facebook ads, news offered a superior level of unprompted recall.
Source: www.gxpress.net
Disclaimer: The views and opinions expressed in this articles are those of the authors and do not necessarily reflect the official policy or position of any other agency, organisation, employer or company. Comments on this article are the sole responsiblility of their writers and the writers will take full responsibility, liability and blame for any libel or litigation that result from something written in or as a direct result of something written in a comment.
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ThinkNewsBrands is part of the Premium Content Alliance, stakeholders of which are News Corp
Australia, Nine Entertainment and Seven West Media. Tags: News ThinkNewsBrands VaranSections: Content & marketing
Source: www.gxpress.net

Disclaimer: The views and opinions expressed in this articles are those of the authors and do not necessarily reflect the official policy or position of any other agency, organisation, employer or company. Comments on this article are the sole responsiblility of their writers and the writers will take full responsibility, liability and blame for any libel or litigation that result from something written in or as a direct result of something written in a comment.
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Products and Support to Meet the Demands of Coldset Web Printing
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Today’s web offset printer faces more challenges than ever before; increased
pressure to do more with less resources, hold down costs, improve quality
and produce publications to meet time critical deadlines. To successfully
control these challenges and create a competitive advantage, the printer
must carefully select the right products and people to partner with.
Flint Group are a leading global manufacturer of high-quality web offset inks,
blankets, sleeves, fountain solutions, pressroom washes and sundry
chemicals. In most of our production locations, the entire process chain from
raw material to the ﬁnished product is housed under one roof, allowing us to
maintain stringent quality and process controls, whilst optimising our own
cost base.
No other company offers a greater choice of solutions or manufactured
product range to the web offset printing industry. This makes us unique, and,
with hundreds of years of experience in working with customers who expect
us to enhance their performance, you can be sure that we always have the
complete product portfolio to deliver optimum results!

Trusted Brands - Perfect Synergy
Products for Coldset Web Printers

Working together, our products and technical specialists deliver solutions
that translate into the competitive advantage needed in today’s tough
business environment. Supported by development technicians and chemists
at our manufacturing sites, our ﬁeld technicians have the ability to work
closely with customers to manage and provide bespoke solutions to resolve
pressroom problems, optimise efﬁciency and enhance print quality.

Our Customers are the
focus of all that we do

We are keen to help our customers contain and manage their costs in the
print room and by focusing on Key Performance Indicators, such as ink
mileage, press and blanket wash cycles and paper wastage, we work with
them to benchmark existing set-ups, and recommend more cost efﬁcient
product combinations.

Eurostar

Perfect Synergy
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In order to satisfy the numerous requirements with regard to
colour intensity, absorption property and abrasion resistance, we
offer a wide variety of process ink series and black Inks with the
appropriate product properties. We have the right product for
every ﬁeld of application.

• Process Inks (All inking systems)

Standardisation in the printing process is more and more
important in order to take account of the progressing integration
of pre-press, press and post-press processes. Our coldset inks are
therefore produced to the ISO2846-2 standard.

• Waterbased Flexographic News Ink

• Inks for Waterless offset printing

• Inks for letterpress

Varn®Media Fount T

FOGRA approved, fount concentrate designed for Manroland
turbo dampening presses. Minimises foam. Specially formulated
to avoid skin sensitisation.

Varn®Media Fount ULF

FOGRA approved, versatile fount concentrate designed for all
dampening systems. Ultra low foam. Specially formulated to
avoid skin sensitisation.

Varn®Journal Fount S

For single and double width newspaper presses requiring
1.96mm gauge. Good solid densities. Maximum smash
resistance. Neutral feed characteristics.

dayGraphica 8897

Perfect for use on single width newspaper presses
requiring 1.70mm gauge.. Positive feed characteristics.

dayGraphica 8899

For single and double width newspaper presses.
Available in gauges from 2.06mm to
2.24mm. Positive feed characteristics.

Duco Headline

For single and double width newspaper
presses. Unique construction designed
for longer life through improved smash
recovery. Neutral feed characteristics.

ial

dayGraphica MB Newsprinter 8189

Metalback blanket for satellite presses.

dayGraphica MB Newsprinter 8190

Metalback blanket for double around blanket to blanket presses.

dayGraphica MB Newsprinter 8193

Metalback blanket for single around blanket to blanket presses.

DURABOND
T

E

C

H

N

O

L

O

G

Y

DuraBond technology is a strong, high-performing, bonding system designed speciﬁcally
to eliminate delamination with metalback printing blankets. It is engineered to meet the
challenges posed by long-run, high-speed printing applications such as newspaper and
magazine production. DuraBond technology provides unsurpassed bond strength,
durability, ﬂexibility, and chemical-resistance in all Day metalback printing blankets.

Coldset Printing Sleeves
dayGraphica t3000
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High quality, high performance sleeve for newsprint applications. Nickel or ﬁbreglasscomposite based.

Lab
e

l

erc

✔

✔

✔

✔

✔

✔

✔

✔

Highly economical fount concentrate suitable for for all coldset
presses.

✔

✔

Varn®Journal Fount SEWD

FOGRA approved fount concentrate suitable for for all coldset
presses. Quick, clean start-ups. Contains extra wetter.

✔

✔

✔

Varn®Journal Fount T

FOGRA approved fount concentrate suitable for for all coldset
and semi-commercial presses. Extra strong preservatives.
Greater press stability.

✔

✔

✔

✔

Varn®Uniset Fount

FOGRA approved fount concentrate suitable for Uniset presses
interchanging between coldset and heatset inks.

✔

✔

✔

✔

Hydronews®TS 101

FOGRA approved universal fount concentrate suitable for all
coldset presses. VOC free. Optimised ink-water balance.

✔

✔

✔

Coldset Blanket and Roller Washes
Coldset Metalback Blankets
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✔

• Spot colours (HKS®, Pantone®, special spot colours)

For single and double width newspaper presses. A versatile packed 1.96mm blanket that
can also be used on certain presses in a no-pack mode. Neutral feed characteristics.

dayGraphica 8894

FOGRA approved, fount concentrate designed for spray and
brush dampening presses. Specially formulated to avoid skin
sensitisation.

• Black Inks (All Inking systems)

Coldset Printing Blankets
dayGraphica 8395

Varn®Media Fount S

Tur
b

Coldset Fountain Solutions

Coldset Inks
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Eurostar
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A unique portfolio of industry leading products

Sem

You can continue to rely on Flint Group for the names you trust

Varn®News 100 Wash

FOGRA approved, low VOC water miscible blanket and
roller wash. Use neat or with up to 20% water for
manual cleaning. Can be used in automatic blanket
wash systems. High ﬂashpoint (>85ºC) AIII.

Varn®News 75 Wash

FOGRA approved, water miscible blanket and roller
wash. Use neat or with up to 20% water for manual
cleaning. Can be used in automatic blanket wash
systems. High ﬂashpoint (>75ºC) AIII.

Varn®Filtrate 60 Wash

FOGRA approved, formulated
ormulated especially for the
Technotrans Ecoclean blanket wash recovery system.

Varn®Filtrate 100 Wash

Non VOC formulation, especially for the Technotrans
Ecoclean blanket wash recovery system.

Varn®Natural Wash

FOGRA approved, automatic roller and blanket wash.
Recommended for automatic blanket washing
equipment. Only for semi-commercial presses with
heatset oven present.

Varn®Newswash

High ﬂashpoint (62ºC) AIII. Contains aromatic solvents
for extra cleaning power.

Varn®CSW 8094

FOGRA approved automatic blanket and roller wash. No
VOCs - made to EC requirements. Low odour. Very low
swell on nitrile rubbers. High ﬂashpoint (>100ºC) AIII.
ANP • DEC 2021

Exceptional value, consistent quality and continuous innovation
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Coldset Cleaners and Rejuvenators

Varn®Calcium Deglazer

Liquid deglazer for removing calcium from rollers and blankets, eliminates ink stripping
and ink transfer problems.

Varn®Penetration Plus

Deep cleans and rejuvenates rollers and blankets. Not suitable for use on EPDM rubber
compounds.

Varn®Revitol

Detergent based roller deglazer for rollers and blankets.

Varn®Take It Off

Non-abrasive paste deglazer for rollers and blankets.

Varn®Super Rubber Rejuvenator

Roller and blanket rejuvenator. Not recommended for use on urethane or EPDM rollers.

Varn®Complete

Plate cleaner and plate gummer in one product, cleans and gums in one application.

Varn®Plate Plus

Heavy duty plate cleaner.

Varn®True Blue

General purpose plate
cleaner and desensitiser.

Varn®CtP Plate Cleaner

For the removal of ink or to
desensitise without
damaging even the softest
of CtP plate coatings.

Varn®Fountclean

Non foaming fount systems
cleaner to remove impurities
from recirculating systems.

Varn®Sterilising Solution

pH neutral systems cleaner,
can be used during
production.

Varn®Pro-Kleen

General purpose cleaner/
degreaser designed for a
wide variety of press room
cleaning applications.

More Products You Need.
Expert Support You Deserve.
And, Peace of Mind.
For further information please visit

www.ﬂintgrp.com
or contact us at

printmedia.eu@ﬂintgrp.com

Coldset Speciality Products
Hardening agent for fully desalinated water.

Varn®Defoamer

Antifoam to be added to dampening tanks to boost
defoaming performance.

Varn®Orange Scrub

Citrus hand cleaner with microbead particles to cut
through the toughest grease and grime.

Trusted Brands - Perfect Synergy; Products for Coldset Web Printers 04.2015

Varn®Aqua Conditioner

More Products You Need. Expert Support You Deserve. And, Peace of Mind.
Flint Group’s Print Media Europe Web offset division offers a uniquely powerful combination of products, services and
expertise. The products presented in this brochure make up the core of our portfolio. Please refer to www.ﬂintgrp.com for
further information on these selected products and on our complete range for web offset printing.
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ASEAN Newspaper Printers Industry Updates
Let us look at some updates shared by some of our newspaper members
on changes from 2020 until 2021.

Newspapers in Peninsular Malaysia

Newspapers in East Malaysia : Sarawak & Sabah

Media Prima (M) Bhd, the media conglomerate
who runs several TV channels like TV3 and NTV7,
newspapers NSTP, Berita Harian, Metro and BigTree
outdoor advertising, had seen some changes in
their business management. Their newspaper
Production Department had been restructured
into a subsidiary profit-oriented printing company
called Print Towers Sdn Bhd that now prints NST,
Berita Harian, Harian Metro, Malaysian Reserve,
Utusan Malaysia, Kosmo and also few other
contract newspapers.

In Sarawak, for the past three years, there were
two (2) new publications joined the foray of
mainstream media - Suara Sarawak (a national
language and Dayak language paper) and New
Sarawak Tribune (rebirth of the decades old
Sarawak Tribune). Published in both printed and
online format by SV News Sdn Bhd, the duo papers
are Sarawak centric and known to be influential.
During the same period, The International Times
(a Chinese language paper) had chosen to go fully
digital, leaving behind the print for good.

Utusan Malaysia, the oldest Malay language
newspaper, was re-launched on 20 July 2020
along with its tabloid brother Kosmo, under a new
company, Media Mulia Sdn Bhd. Media Mulia a
newly set up company, had took over the 82-year
old newspaper brand along with Kosmo tabloid
brand after which the public-listed company,
Utusan Melayu Malaysia Berhad (UMMB) had to
shut down on 9th October 2019 due to voluntary
insolvency. All UMMB employees were briefly
retrenched and ordered to vacate the premises
in less than 24 hours. Currently the two titles are
being printed by Print Towers Sdn Bhd in Shah
Alam.

In Sabah, there are no newcomers in the
mainstream media since 2019. Sin Chew Daily
Sabah had closed down their printing plant and
Morning Post Tawau also had chosen to shut down
in 2020.
Meanwhile, all the national titles had ceased their
local publication in both Sarawak and Sabah,
thus leaving no presence of any printed national
newspapers inside the region.

The Star Media Group continued to implement
better planning and execution in their daily
operations. As mentioned by Khairul Nizam from
Production, the Company have improved their 3rd
quarter financial result in 2021 with an increase
in number of ad pages, maintaining a good
circulation number whilst becoming more prudent
in newsprint purchases. They also optimised their
inhouse newsprint warehouse instead of relying
on external warehouses thus reducing rental costs.
ANP • DEC 2021

Below are the current list of newspapers in Sarawak
& Sabah:
National language papers- Suara Sarawak, Utusan
Sarawak, Utusan Borneo, New Sabah Times
(Bahasa Malaysia)
English language papers are New Sarawak Tribune,
The Borneo Post, Daily Express, New Sabah Times.
Vernacular language papers are See Hua Daily,
Sin Chew Daily, United Daily, Miri Daily, Overseas
Chinese Daily, Merdeka Daily and New Sabah
Times (local Kadazan Dusun)

Newspapers in
Brunei Darussalam

Newspapers in Singapore

Borneo Bulletin, Media Permata and Pelita Brunei
are the three major local newspapers in Brunei
Darussalam. All three newspapers are available
in print and online. The Brunei Times (began its
debut in 2006) has shut down its operation in
2016 after 10 years in service.

It is important to maintain a much lower operating
cost during this hard times to avoid making losses.
At Singapore Press Holdings (SPH), they managed
to lower down their operating cost especially by
implementation of effective energy management
at the printing plants.

Published since 1953, Borneo Bulletin is one of
the oldest papers in the country and is the leading
source for local, regional and international news.
Its Malay counterpart, Media Permata, was first
published in 1994 as weekly insert in Borneo
Bulletin before it became a standalone newspaper.

Mr Johnny Tan of SPH shared their monthly
electricity bill from S$800k in 2015 in down
to S$200k per month in 2020, with average
electricity consumption of 29,974,209 kWh
from 37,306,967 kWh whilst their paid water
consumption from 104,000 cubic metre down
40% to 59,000 cubic metre.

Pelita Brunei is the official government newspaper
produced by the Information Department at the
Prime Minister’s Office. First published in 1956, the
paper primarily covers government-related news,
events, tender information and job vacancies
within government institutions.
Both Borneo Bulletin and Media Permata offer
digital subscriptions while the Pelita Brunei
epaper can be read for free on its website.
Due to the COVID-19 pandemic, there has been
an increase in subscription for digital news around
the world as people stay at home and read news
online. In addition, more news companies have
turned to online subscriptions and donations
over the past year to reduce their reliance on
advertising as reported in the Reuters Institute
Digital News 2021.

Among others, their best practices involve
painstaking seach for air leakages using probes
around their plants to be fixed and shutting off
unused air supply. They also connected the pipes
between their two plants to have saving from
over capacity, reduce pressure for non production
and reduce their dew point temperature. By
applying smart compressor control and used of
VSD control on the compressors, it helps them
to look into measurable data and take actions.
Besides tweaking the efficiency of compressor air
system, they also practice lights off for lighting in
compressor hall, staircase, parking lot, etc.

However, overall progress remains slow. Across
20 countries where publishers have been actively
pushing digital subscriptions, only 17 per cent
of respondents have made payment for online
news, up by two per cent from last year. The slow
growth in digital news subscription is attributed
to the public’s lack of interest, insufficient
disposable income to prioritise news and the
preference to read from multiple sources instead
of being confined to one or two publications.
ANP • DEC 2021
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Newspapers in Laos

A brief introduction about the 8 daily newspaper
at Lao PDR recently.
1. Paxaxon newspaper mainly focus on political
issue newspaper
2. Patedlao newspaper mainly focus on the
development of Lao PDR
3. Vientiane Mai newspaper it is belong to
Vientiane capital newspaper which writing about
the whole issue of Vientiane Capital
4. Vientiane times newspaper is the English
version newspaper which writing about political
and Socio - economy of Laos.
5. Economy & trade newspaper is writing about
the economy.
6. Socio Economy newspaper is another writing
about the economy
7. Lao Security - News It is writing about the
activities of social security.
8. Lao people’s army newspaper is writing about
the military activities
We hope to gather more business operational
information from Laos representative in the
future.

Newspapers in The Phillipines

According to our sources in The Phillipines, most
of the national newspaper here in The Phillipines
were heavily affected with drop in circulation.
For example, Phillipine Inquirer, Philippine star
and Bulletin were considered as the few major
players, have had in terms of circulation were
down ranging from 50 to 75 percent reduction as
compared to year 2019 record.
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Newspapers in Indonesia

Among the largest population in ASEAN countries,
Indonesia, their newspapers still remain strong
existence especially their main newspapers i.e.
Kompas, Jawapos, Jakarta Post, Media Indonesia.
Other regional newspapers still continue to exist.
Although they have smaller circulation nowadays
as more adoption of digitalisation in among the
younger generations.
There are no new comer for national newspaper
but it is possible to see more regional newspaper
either in digital or physical format since the barrier
of entry will be relatively low. Niche papers with
greater understanding of local needs will tend to
attract followers than national papers.
A look into how at Kompas, as publisher, they
had strenghtened their digital business to bring
main profit for the group. Also within the group,
Gramedia as printer, they had expanded their
production lines into packaging printing and
school education supplies (albeit texts book and
non-book), government segment, and Al-Quran
segment. They also turned their Circulation
business unit, into a dedicated logistics company
to cater as fulfillment centre - selling space and
inbound outbound handling operation also the
trucking to brand owner which run online shops
and marketplace.
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Newspapers in Vietnam

All media are facing the difficulty for reporting
the news and declining of income during the
outbreaking of Covid -19. Anyhow, every agent
still working normally. There are some periods
have to work from home and at the office in order
to keep the social distance.
After 2 years of implementing the Press replanning, Vietnam has now reduced 39 central
news agencies; reduce 31 newspaper agencies
in the locality. Compared to the time in 2019,
Vietnam had 195 newspaper agencies, in 2021
there will be a reduction of 70 news agencies
(down 36%).
After doing the planning, a number of press
agencies have transformed their operating models
from newspapers to magazines, merged together
or turned into specialized pages and publications
(19 newspapers turned into magazines; Knowlege
& Life newspaper is waxed from 4 newspapers:
Dat Viet, Science & Life, Vision, Knowledge).
The rearrangement of press agencies will continue
to be implemented in the coming years in a
decreasing direction.
During Covid-19, Vietnam tightened social
distancing continuously for 2-4 months depending
on the region. Newsstands on the sidewalk had to
close, leaving only customers who ordered longterm newspapers, so the number of commercial
newspapers dropped sharply. Some newspapers
have reduced their circulation by more than
50%. The government has supported by ordering
newspapers to donate to the forces working in
isolation areas treating Covid-19 patients, so the
number of circulation has increased compared
to usual. However, only a few newspapers were
ordered and the subscription period did not last
long.

Regarding e-newspapers, so far, only one online
newspaper Vietnamnet has begun to experiment
with collecting fees from readers. However, the
revenue is not really good.
Most newspapers in Vietnam today are in a very
difficult situation. Some newsprint companies
were forced to cut staff and downsize production.
Vietnam's press still has huge challenges waiting
ahead.

Newspapers Elsewhere outside ASEAN
In the USA, the Tribune Company had to
permanently close five of their physical
newsrooms, including the Daily News in New
York and the Orlando Sentinel in Florida and the
newspapers reporters, editors and photographers
are all working remotely.
In India, according to Indian Printer & Publisher
ezine, the newspaper industry had lost 40% of its
ad and circulation revenue for 2020-21 financial
year. Magazines that are special features or
niche products tend to have better chance than
newspaper unless it can differentiate their news
by leveraging the more literate and intelligent
readership crowd. The commercial printers in
India which include book printing exporters are
badly hit in 2021 due to increase of raw materials.
It is not known whether there is financial support
instrument from government or banks but
ultimately they had to survive by reducing costs,
cutting down their expenses or even selling off
their assets. Most commercial printers including
digital printers suffered between 25% to 56%
lost of revenue. It will take the printers in India
another year to recover once textbook print
demand increase with the decisions to re-open
the public and private schools after more that 20
months of closure.
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NELA Plate automation systems
for newspaper printers

NELA’s ARTICLE
SPH puts large NELA plate logistics system into
operation
In an installation process lasting over several weeks,
Singapore Press Holdings have just taken into operation completely new plate making equipment
for their four KBA and four Goss Colorliner presses. Next to exposure and developer systems from
Agfa, the whole package includes four NELA VCP
HS 800 register punching and bending machines,
as well as a comprehensive plate distribution and
stacking system also from NELA.
Producing 1200 plates per hour for a total of eight
presses with different plate configurations was the
demand when project negotiations started back in
the beginning of 2019. The biggest challenge was,
how to distinguish between the two plate formats
(for KBA and Goss), and how to make sure that
plates are available for the next job and sort them
by press so that operators can easily find the right
plates. NELA solved these issues by supplying four
high-speed VCP HS 800 register punching and
bending systems with Vision Control, every one of
them being able of processing 360 plates per hour
(single wide). Equipped with servo motors for automatic adjustment of bend lengths and angles,
each VCP HS 800 is capable of processing plates
for each press type.
The four lines are interconnected with a two-level plate transport system, conveying the plates to
two multiple plate stackers. One stacker comprises 80 bins for KBA plates, while the other one includes 44 bins for Goss plates. Each stacker has
two levels with bins to the left and to the right in
order to save space. The NELA system identifies
each plate via a unique barcode imaged into the
non-printing area and knows, therefore, to which

job the plates belong. The NPS Smart sorting software from NELA allocates each plate to the correct bin in the stacker, and large screens above the
stackers give an overview of the plates that have
already been processed and stored. The stackers
are divided into sections, and each section holds
the plates for one job. In total, the stacker system
at SPH can handle plates for six print jobs at the
same time.

Optimize your
plate logistics now!

NELA NPS Smart recognizes when stacker bins
are emptied and allocates them to the next job
automatically. It also monitors whether all jobs for
one job are complete so that operators just have
to take the pre-sorted plates out of the bins and
take themto the press. No more time-consuming
manual sorting is required!
In a visit to Mediaprint Newspaper, Vienna in 2018,
I witnessed the operations of high speed NELA
Bender and its Sorting System; I was impressed
with its speed, capabilities, user friendliness, ease
of maintenance, as well as system robustness and
the overall system layout. I am glad that SPH, despite of the challenges facing in the newspaper
industry, agreed with my recommendation to proceed and install the NELA VCP HS 800 register
punching and bending machines, as well as a comprehensive plate distribution and stacking system.
The system is now up and running and greatly improve the operations productivity.

By
Goh Yew Soong
Head of Engineering, Production
Singapore Press Holdings

Smart plate sorting
Plate transport to the press
Production status monitoring and
completeness check
Register punching & bending systems

www.nela.de
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No more manual plate handling!
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NELA Plate automation systems
for newspaper printers
Visualization
Production
data of current
jobs can be
controlled and
monitored on
a large-format
screen.

Plate Sorting
From simple stacking tray
to fully automatic sorting
station for organization of
plates for several print jobs.
The plates are transported
via NELA conveyors and/
or elevators to the desired
stacking location.
Manual handling is thereby
largely eliminated. By automating the plate logistics is
not only faster and cheaper, but it will at the same
time improve the quality of
the printed product.

Mr.Stephen Goh from NELA actively participates in annual ANP conferences.
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NELA Plate automation systems
for newspaper printers

VCPevolution HS
The high-speed variant of our reliable NELA VCPevolution is the ideal solution for all newspaper printing, where maximum plate throughput is required. The high speeds are achieved
by separate punching and bending in 2 steps. The VCPevolution HS can be combined with
all the modern high-speed platesetters for an efficient and economical printing plate processing line.
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Conveyor Systems
Register Punching and Bending Systems
It is a high-precision NELA register punching and bending technology as
well as our state of the art optical plate positioning. it is the ideal entry
point into automated plate production.
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The future of printed Newspapers
It is not a secret that newspaper publishers worldwide face challenges they never had during the last
50 years. A continuous shrinking readership, news competition by social channels, information flow 24
hours a day at the fast lane information channels like TV, Facebook, WhatsApp and Twitter changed
a lot the printed newspaper landscape. The COVID impact since 2020 added additional hurdles and
challenges. Based on a world press trend analysis 2020, print circulation turnover further declined
(-13% YOY), digital circulation turnover grew (+23% YOY) but does not compensate the losses in
print. The global advertisement newspaper revenues show significant loss in print (-19,5% YOY), digital
advertisement is slowly growing (+9% YOY). The big winner for advertisement turnover are the digital
social channels.

We see worldwide customers facing the difficult press equipment situation with the need to further
reduce OPEX and CAPEX in their newspaper plants. They deal with overcapacity in their presses
while the investment in mailroom equipment was booming to increased supplements in some areas
worldwide. The classic coldset press innovations and investments are mainly done during the last 15
years. Today, only a few new coldset newspaper presses are sold every year. The consolidation of
several print sites to one more efficient site can be one reason for such an investment, partly the
increased demand for print capacity in growing markets like Asia. Mainly 2nd or even 3rd hand coldset
presses are bought today in most of the countries. Digital Newspaper printing failed worldwide and
beside a few smaller sites, which print low volumes digital, any remarkable trend for digital printing is
not visible for the upcoming years. Finally, the situation concerning newsprint paper volumes available
for the coldset market has changed during the last 5 to 10 years. Consolidation of paper manufacturers
which resulted in the closing of paper mills worldwide, affect very negatively the available paper volume
and paper price in the market. Already today, publishers have to reduce pages in their daily edition to
deal with paper shortages in the market around the globe.
All these facts indicate a difficult future for newspaper/news media publishers worldwide. But the
good news are, the prepress and print process for daily newspapers can be further optimized and
streamlined to efficiently produce newspapers every day which further attract the attention of readers
and advertisement customers!
With the long track record experience in the newspaper business, Agfa brought new developments in
the prepress area to newspaper publishers, to increase efficiency of prepress workflow processes by
innovations in hardware, software and consumables.
Agfa has recognized, that in order to enable press printers to improve processes and further savings,
it is necessary to improve operations in the prepress area and to integrate it as much as possible with
the printing press console.
Here there are challenges associated with such aspects as: limiting the space allocated for equipment;
reduction of processes; machine maintenance and servicing to a minimum; reduction of waste generated
during production; minimization of expenses by implementing the latest technologies and a wider use
of machines for printing new types of orders.

World Press Trend analysis 2020
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ECO3: software and services
The software toolkit, part of the ECO3, is rich and diverse. OptiInk reduces ink consumption and improves
the quality of printing, also affecting its stability and reducing the amount of paper waste. Intellitune
takes care of image optimization, saving time and reducing costs associated with potential complaints.
The preflighting module is a guarantee of a high level of data processing, resulting in reduced number
of reprints and delays in the execution of orders. The Sublima raster enables printing of newspapers
with higher quality and efficiency as well as magazine like products. Additional benefit is maintaining
the 1200 dpi resolution and without slowing down the exposure process.

ECO3 for newspaper are based on Economy, Ecology and extra convenience
After the “golden decades” during the last 50 years of newspapers with highest profitability based
on advertisement and reader turnover, maintaining profitability is now one of the biggest challenges
newspaper printers face today. ECO3 solutions in this area are to reduce operating costs, increase
efficiency and process automation, move digital process steps into a cloud hosted environment, extend
the lifetime of equipment by retrofit, increase the amount of expenditures, ensure faster machine startup and faster drying of prints, and finally - enable savings in ink consumption.
The ecological aspect of ECO3 includes among others: elimination or minimization of used chemistry,
reduction of waste, elimination of water, reduction of energy consumption and the possibility of re-use
of consumables.

In ECO3, also Arkitex Production workflow software is included, dedicated to press production. Its
implementation enables the involvement of fewer people responsible for production, faster order
change and higher efficiency. The growing popularity of solutions operating in the "cloud" is also
reflected in the ECO3 program, which includes the Software in the Cloud package, which is a kind
of "virtual print centre". The benefits of its implementation are as follows: better control and more
convenient insight into process steps; availability of the latest versions of the software; bandwidth
scalability at production peaks; uniformity and standardization of activities; using a network platform,
based on Agfa competences and knowledge, and improving business processes. Needless to say, that
disaster recovery solutions are also part of the portfolio. Both, COVID lockdowns which forced a lot
of home based business activities as well as cyber attacks around the world to publishers reinforced
changes in IT infrastructures to increase flexibility and security of publishing processes.

ECO3: Consumables and equipment
The ECO3 program also includes the area of consumables and equipment. Here, the most important
element is the increasingly chemfree photopolymer plates N95 VCF used in press printers around the
world. The key advantages are: reduction of tasks related to calibration (thanks to linearization), short
start-up phase, dot sharpness, high contrast, resistance to abrasion and greater stability of printing. Agfa
stays, as the market leader worldwide for visible light violet newspaper plates, in continuous contact
with newspaper printers, to detect new trends and demands from the market to further improve plate
technologies for the future of print.
ISO Quality Assist is a program that ensures compliance of the production with the ISO standard. Its
greatest value is maintaining stability and balance in the prepress area CtP and processor as well in the
printing press.
On top, Agfa's press room chemicals for printing are designed to provide faster machine development
and higher stability of the printing process.

ECO3 is a bandwidth of solutions based on hardware, software, consumables & services
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One of the key elements of ECO3, in the context of newspaper printing, is the production of printing
forms using Advantage N CtP sytems and Attiro plate clean out units (COU). Prospects and customers
can choose between CtP entry versions with imaging speed around 100 plates per hour and different
handling of plates up to high end production systems with 400 plates per hour and pallet loading for
unattended production during the prime time. The benefits for the printers are obvious: less material
to be stored and transported, less operator intervention, less errors, sustainability and time savings.
Attiro COU allow chemfree plate development with a minimum of operating supplies and low frequent
maintenance efforts.
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The ECO3 offer for newspapers is extremely wide and versatile. The ECO3 program received a very
positive reception of newspaper-related companies. Increasing competition, price pressure, falling
expenditures - all this forces enterprises operating in the publishing segment to take appropriate steps.
The ECO3 program is to facilitate the selection of the best solutions from the point of view of a given
printing house. A lot of the ECO3 elements have been known and used for years.

Advantage N-PL HS gives full CtP autonomy which takes productivity to a whole new level. When it
comes to productivity and automation, the Advantage N-PL is in a class of its own. It has the ability
to image up to 3,100 plates continuously at an impressive throughput speed of up to 400 plates
per hour. Continuous plate production is made possible by the integrated pallet load module of the
Advantage N-PL. This module supports two different plate format sizes – single plates and panorama
plates – and allows to have them online simultaneously. It also enables to load new plates in white light,
without interrupting the production process. As plates are wrapped in bulk and arrive on pallets, that
process also significantly reduces packaging and thus takes a sustainable and ecological approach to
plate production.

“We embody Print” is more than a tagline, it is the Agfa persuasion to invest in newspaper technologies
and in the future of printed journalistic newspaper content.

The latest Chemical Free Ctp System at SPH CtP
Let´s start with a short journey through time 20 years ago. CtP for newspapers was at the beginning
and a real adventure compared to the solutions we face today. Max 100 plates per hour throughput, a
lot of calibration, a lot of maintenance keep prepress teams busy that time. Imaging quality was good
enough for 100 lpi screening and dotloss on press was in the range of 10% during the press run. The
plate development process was combined with a lot of processor cleaning and short bath life times and
huge volumes of chemistry. Who does not remember these times.
Let´s jump to the presence in the year 2021. SPH, the biggest newspaper in Singapore installed this
year the most productive, most automated and most economical plate production system in the world.

The prepress infrastructure at SPH with Advantage N PL HS, Attiro VHS, N95 VCF and Arkitex Production
workflow results in comprehensive benefits for the daily plate making process:

•Elimination of processing variables resulting in consistent and predictable plate making
•Low gum consumption in Attiro VHS clean out unit (pH-neutral) which minimizes waste
generation and reduces maintenance and cleaning

•N95VCF offers improved robustness on press and supports much higher run lengths,
up to the double dependent on the press conditions.

•Support for UV ink printing, which allows for higher flexibility in the press room,
when printing (semi-) commercial jobs and special applications.

•Thanks to the very high image contrast after clean-out and gumming,
physical plate inspection is easy and helps avoiding mix-up on press.

•Once cleaned-out, the plate is fully daylight resistant and features a high scratch resistance

Combined with N95-VCF ChemFree plates and the Attiro VHS cascade based clean out unit, the 4
new Advantage N HS Pallet Load CtP systems offer unrivalled benefits in platemaking and printing.
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AGFA CTP system in KBA Press site

We print
your world

The new system is working faster and more environmentally-friendly

We combine inks and substrates so that
valuable products arrive in high-quality.
Because printing is our world.

Perspective view of CTP area
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Koenig & Bauer Digital & Webfed
koenig-bauer.com
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The V-Shapes Product Line
V-Shapes offers a wide range of solutions to brands,
packaging converters and co-packers around the globe.
The customer process starts with an in-depth analysis of
their packaging needs, educating them about V-Shapes’
unique approach to both sampling and production runs
of hygienic and sustainable single-dose sachets that can
be opened with a single gesture using one hand. Its
unique, vertically integrated machines speed time to
market and can eliminate the need to outsource
printing of the recyclable substrate with either inline or
nearline digital inkjet printing capability.

V-Shapes and Richmatt Team Up to Deliver Innovative
V-Shapes and Richmatt Team Up to Deliver Innovative
Single-Dose Sachet Manufacturing in Southeast Asia
Single-Dose Sachet Manufacturing in Southeast Asia
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With its unique approach to production of single-dose sachets, V-Shapes ticks all these boxes. That’s why
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Richmatt will handle the sale, service and support for the entire V-Shapes line across the region. The
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In addition to precise dosing, V-Shapes sachets do not
require any air headspace, both reducing the size of the
packaging and better protecting contents against
oxidization that can occur when air is inserted into the
packaging, as is the case with traditional single-unit
packaging. Virtually 100% of the contained product is
dispensed, reducing waste. In addition to their compact
footprint, all V-Shapes machines are easy to operate,
even with less skilled operators. A single operator can
manage multiple machines, reducing labor cost as well.
V-Shapes sachets can be customized with variable
branded information and sizes ranging from 40x50 mm
to 100x100 mm.
Richmatt will be selling and servicing the entire V-Shapes line in the region, which includes:
●

●

●

V-Shapes AlphaFlex, a compact, professional-grade system that features high quality full-color
synchronized printing on both sides of the sachets, Powered by Memjet DuraFlex® and
ColorGATE Packaging Productionserver. This six-lane machine supports filling volumes from 0.2
to 40 ml at up to 16,000 units per hour.
V-Shapes Alpha is also a six-lane machine, supported by the VSdFlex near-line roll-to-roll printing
module that was also developed in partnership with Memjet and ColorGATE, using water-based
pigment inks for vibrant imaging and ensuring the ultimate in color quality. Both AlphaFlex and
Alpha can use Sihl ARTYSIO flexible packaging film for water-based inkjet, certified recyclable by
Interseroh.
Entry-level V-Shapes PRIME, a combination of the world’s first narrow flexible ink-jet press
TrojanLabel T2 By TrojanLabel and the compact Prime packaging machine that allows you to
have in a minimal space LEAN production and fast delivery of V-Shapes customized unit-dose
sachets with the innovative one hand opening system. It produces up to 2,100 finished unit dose
packs per hour and also can use Sihl ARTYSIO flexible packaging film.
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Opportunities are Limitless

These are just a few examples of V-Shapes success stories from around the globe. “We are looking
forward to replicating these successes in Southeast Asia and the Pacific Rim as well through our
partnership with Richmatt,” Burattini added.

For brands, packaging converters and co-packers, the
opportunities are limitless. It starts with access to the V-Shapes
app where interested parties can create 3D versions of branded
sachets to see how brand and messaging will look on the printed,
finished sachets. Because sachets are produced on demand with
digital inkjet printing, brands can quickly respond to seasonal,
geographic and other changes in messaging and branding,
producing only what is needed and reducing inventory risk.

For more information about Richmatt, visit http://richmatt.rankitright.com/.
For more information about products and services from V-Shapes, visit www.v-shapes.com. And be sure
to download the V-Shapes mobile app from Google Play or the Apple App Store to see how these unique
single-dose sachets can do a great job of representing just about any brand!

For packaging converters and co-packers, implementing a
V-Shapes machine gives them a differentiated offering that will
delight existing customers and readily attract new ones. With a
V-Shapes machine, packaging converters and co-packers can also
partner with other companies who are not yet ready to introduce
digital printing into their operation but want to be able to
provide customers with these unique single-dose sachets.
Once implemented, V-Shapes machines typically come up to
volume quickly, once customers understand what they are
capable of. For example, South African company EasyPack
Packaging acquired a V-Shapes ALPHA vertically integrated
machine for packaging food products, such as honey, peanut
butter, grappa and olive oils. CEO Dr. Hennie du Plessis said,
“With this six-lane machine, we can produce close to 350,000
single-dose sachets per day, a huge improvement over any
packaging machine I know of for single-dose product. But almost
more exciting is the ability to attract new customers. We are very
busy talking with overseas customers and foresee at least one
large customer that would keep two six-lane ALPHA machines
busy full-time!”
At NR Instant in Thailand, a leading global manufacturer of sustainability produced ethnic, plant-based
and functional foods, four V-Shapes ALPHA manufacturing lines have been installed to support
manufacture of its non-food consumer products for domestic and international distribution, including its
Sustainable Development Brand Clean Shots Hand Sanitizer as well as co-packing of third-party products.
“We decided to partner with V-Shapes in December 2019,” said NR Instant CEO Dan Pathomvanich. “We
saw it as a super-cool solution that has provided us with a packaging solution that is very different and
unique from what everyone else is offering.”
Managing Partner Cesar Garcia of Health Supply US stated, “Our original plan was to contract out the
manufacture of single-dose branded sachets of hand sanitizer we could hand out at events and for other
uses. But it quickly became evident that it made more sense to actually install the equipment in our
North Carolina plant. And once we installed our first Alpha and were on our way to our second, it also
became clear that we could easily do on-site printing rather than outsourcing it with the VSdFlex printer.”
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Website: http://richmatt.rankitright.com/
Email: marketing-vshapes@richmatt.com
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V-Shapes® solution is also technological innovation, V-Shapes® offers to the market patented
packaging machines able to adapt to different sector. With a constantly evolving machine park and
always looking for greater automation, V-Shapes® automatic packaging boast made in Italy
components of the highest qualities, and thanks to augmented reality systems and modern
technologies, they can be installed remotely as well.

V-Shapes Unit-Dose Packaging

VS

➢ Innovative, hygienic, and patented
opening solution
➢ Smart opening, precise and clean
product release
➢ Extra resistant and strong
➢ Long shelf-life as the oxygen ejected
from the sachet
➢ Smaller footprint, supply chain
improvements
➢ Reduction of energy consumption
up to 35% during production
process
➢ Design for circular economy
➢ Product waste close to zero
➢ Enhanced brand visibility, fully
customisable and printable
packaging

Prime automatic packaging
machine is designed for adapt to
small spaces always guaranteeing
a high quality in production of VShapes sachet.
The technology behind the single
packaging line is Siemens and has
an advanced patented system for
pneumatically operated
micrometric engraving.

Traditional Unit-Dose Packaging
➢ Outdated and unhygienic opening
methods
➢ Difficult to open and uncontrolled
product release
➢ Easily breakable
➢ Shorter shelf-life due the air
contained inside
➢ Need more storage space and
higher transportation cost
➢ Less sustainable production process
➢ High impact on environment due to
micro plastics
➢ Substantial product waste due to
partial product release
➢ Not fully printable and customisable

With a wide range of filling volumes and
several customisable layouts available,
the Alpha packaging machine is
distinguished by the small footprint and
high performance in terms of production.
The modern design hides a cutting-edge
Siemens technological latest generation
component.

VS dflex reel-to-reel nearline printer takes
advantage of speed and image quality from the
Memjet® and ColorGATE® which offer waterbased pigment inks, and advanced features and
color management to realize a solution to rapidly
print and package a fully customised sachet
starting from the white reels of films till the final
boxing in a reduced area. The solutions allow
users to have in a minimal space a LEAN
production and fast delivery of V-Shapes® unitdose sachet with the innovative one hand
opening system

VS dflex

Contact us for more information
Website: http://richmatt.rankitright.com/
Email: marketing-vshapes@richmatt.com
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PARTNERS & DELEGATES

ABB
ABP
Accel Graphic System
AGFA (ASEAN) SDN BHD
Aksara Grafika Pratama
Analisa Daily
Ancom Berhad (Malay Mail)
Angel Fiza Co., Ltd
Army Printing
Asia Times
Ba Dinh Printing Co
Baldwin Technology
Best Colour Co. Ltd
Bottcher
Brunei Press
Can Tho General Printing JSC.
CAS Paper Mill Co. Ltd
China Press
Chinese Commercial News, Philippines
Chulalongkorn University
Cyber Print Group
Daily News (Thailand)
DIC
DS Chemport, Malaysia
EAE
Eastern Printing PCL.
Eleven Media Group Co. Ltd
FERAG
Flint Group
Focus Corporation
Fujifilm
Fujito Pte Ltd
GI Australasia
Goss Graphic System (China) Co. Ltd.
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Goss International Pte. Ltd, Singapore
Great Ayeyarwoon Printing Co., Ltd
Gxpress
Harland Simon
Hewlett-Packard
HP PPS Asia Pacific Ptd Ltd
Intensive Engineering Sdn Bhd
Itaxa Printing Co.Ltd
KBA Koenig & Bauer AG (Asia Pacific)
Khan Quang Do Printing House
Kian Heng Mechanical Engg
Kim Printing Cylinder Services
Kodak
Kovi Co
Krause Biagosch Gmbh
Kwang Myung Ink Co Ltd
Kwong Wah Yit Poh
Lanxang Media Printing
Lao Printing Association
Le Quang Loc Printing Co.Ltd
Linkfert Engineering Sdn Bhd
Machine House, Delhi
Malaysian Newsprint Industries Sdn Bhd
Manroland Goss
Matichon Public Co.,Ltd
Mosca Asia
Muller Martini
Myanmar Print and Pack Co., Ltd
Myanmar Printers and Publishers Association
Myanmar Times
Naewnah Newspaper Co., Ltd.
NELA Breuder Neumeister GmbH
New Proimage Ltd
Newspaper Pasaxon Printing.

Nhan Dan Printing Co.Ltd
Nitto Europe NV
NLC Press Equipment
Noumlao Printing Co
NSTP, Malaysia
Pasaxon Printing House
Philippines Star
Pilipino Star Printing Co. Inc
Post Media Co, Ltd
Post Publishing PCL
Prime UV
Print Group Co., Ltd
Print Town (FEP Printing Corp)
PROIMAGE
ProtecMedia
PT Cemani Toka
PT Gramedia, Indonesia
PT Surya Mas Abadi Makmur
PT Temprina Jawapos, Indonesia
PT. Aspex Kumbong
PT. Sakata
Q.I. Press Controls
Quadtech Inc.
Rajamangala University of Technology Thanyaburi
Richmatt Solutions Sdn Bhd
Savangprinting
Scitech Printing JSC
SGGP Printing Co.Ltd
Shinsei Pulp & Co.,Ltd
Schur Wamac
Shwe Naing Ngan Print Media
Siam Sport Syndicate Public Co., Ltd
Siam University
Siamrath Co., Ltd.
Singapore Press Holdings

Si-Phaya Publishing
SJ Echo
Star Media Group (M) Bhd
State publishing & book distribution House
STH Wire Industry (M) Sdn. Bhd
Success International
Sukhothai Thammathirat Open University
Swesone Media Group
Technotrans Technologies Pte Ltd
Tecpress Service Ltd., Part
Temprina Jawapos, Indonesia
Thai Printing Association
Than Hteik Yadana Press
Thanh Nien Printing House
The Army 2 Printing Co.Ltd
The Newspaper Works
The Sun Daily
Times Printers, Singapore
TOYO Ink Group
Toyochem
Tuoitre Printing House, Vietnam
Twinstar Synergy
UBP Printing Sdn. Bhd
Ultimate Print
UniMail System AB
United Shwe Naing Ngan Print
Unity Media Malaysia Berhad
Utusan Melayu, Malaysia
Vacharaphol Co.,Ltd, Thairath Newspaper
Virtus Media Pte Ltd
WAN IFRA
WHC
WPS (Thailand) Ltd.
WRH Global Asia Pte. Ltd
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ANP’S SPONSOR
Phone +65 64 63 21 31
Fax +65 64 63 11 31
chinsoon.lim@boettchersystems.com
Singapore / Philippines

Phone +60 3 80 62 20 42
Fax +60 3 80 62 42 03
kenny.loo@boettchersystems.com
Malaysia

Phone +66 38 57 16 00
Fax +66 38 57 16 08
pongpun.wattanapun@bo
ettcher-systems.com
Thailand

Phone +62 21 539 88 08
Fax +62 21 22 35 33 39
ferdinand@bottcher.co.id
Indonesia

Phone +84 28 6269 0388
Fax +84 28 6269 0366
chinsoon.lim@boettchersystems.com
Vietnam

Without question: Böttcher is in its element in offset printing. here we can
prove our systematic approach. Printing rollers, rubber blankets and printing
chemicals. Each product by itself satisfies the highest requirements. But when
interacting in a system, they excel, achieving quality which is to be only
obtained if all components are perfectly balanced and compatible.
How does the dampening roller react to alcohol-free fountain solutions? What
effects does a new ink have on inking rollers and blankets? Despite automation
and digitization, there is still a demand for the traditional virtues of the printing
trade.

Stitching adds value to your newspaper!

Harmony in the system - Offset printing

Ever tried to balance a copy of your newspaper, and
had the pages fall out when you turn from one page to
another? Stitching solves the problem.
Today, when newspaper marketing is focused on
navigation, stitching is a quick and economical solution. A stitched newspaper appeals to both readers
and advertisers. It packages supplements better,

adding value for advertisers and increasing your
revenue. Tolerans is the global leader in in-line stitching systems for newspaper and commercial printers.
In business since 1968, we have installed stitchers in
over 70 countries in all type of printing presses.

SPH have been a long-time user for
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Harmony in the system - Offset printing
Delegates from Bottcher attending 2016 ANP Conference @ Ho Chi Minh, Vietnam

Harmony in the system - Offset printing
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and digitization, there is still a demand for the traditional virtues of the printing
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Phone +60 3 80 62 20 42

Contact us today and you can start stitching
soon!

gnitnirp tesffO - metsys eht ni ynomraH

Goh Yew Soong
Head of Engineering,
Production
anteiV
Singapore PressmHoldings

systems.com
chinsoon.lim@boettcherFax +65 64 63 11 31
Phone +65 64 63 21 31
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“A Universal Solution for SPH Mailroom Control System”

57

Richmatt Solutions Sdn Bhd in partnership with UniMail Systems AB has designed a perfect retrofit solution
for Singapore Press Holdings Ltd (SPH) by replacing their obsolete hardware & software and make way for
an affordable Mailroom Control System. SPH has successfully transformed a 20-years-old mailroom into top
shape with UniMail Production Control System. The focal point is, UniMail open system allows the extensive
of a mailroom with components from well-known manufacturers globally.
COPY RELEASE CONTROL

Retrofit Copy Release Control
with extra features such as
touch screen support, local
production
without
Line
Control Computer (LCC), and
easier parameter adjustment
etc.

GRIPPER CHAIN CONTROL

Retrofit Gripper Chain Control
for pickup stations with new
motor and drivers.

MERGER UNIT

Retrofit Merger Unit, with
additional features such as
power saving, sleep mode,
and slow start etc.

PRODUCTION OVERVIEW

PRINTER CONTROL

Printer control for both laser
printer and thermal printers.
Support Kyocera, Printronix,
Microplex, etc.

Total Control in a Mixed Platform Environment
Goh Yew Soong, the Vice President of Singapore
Press Holdings Ltd, has long searched for a universal
mailroom control system. He finally found a compatible
solution to integrate the existing Mailroom System.
Using standard commercial and comparatively
inexpensive hardware and software, UniMail has
offered a simple, yet efficient solution for the planning
and control of the Mailroom Production.
Goh has visited UniMail installation sites in Sweden and was further
convinced with the capability of the system in life production. The
visit has proven the compatibility of UniMail system integration with
varieties of mailroom system and equipment. The reference could not
have been better; he has been shown what the system could do in a
very heterogeneous mailroom system with components from all major
manufacturers. The decision was easy, the UniMail 4.0-solution was
installed and currently in operation.
Major reason for opting for the UniMail solution was to replace the
obsolete electronics & software in the existing Mailroom with state-ofthe art universal control solution at a reasonable cost.

PRODUCTION MANAGEMENT

Automation Control | Software Development | Industry Systems and Solutions
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